Abstract
Introduction
Pharmacogenomics is a multidisciplinary and data-intensive science that requires increasingly clear annotation and representation of phenotypes to support data integration. The Pharmacogenomics Research Network (PGRN)[1] is a collaborative partnership of research groups funded by the U.S. National Institutes of Health to perform pharmacogenomics studies that aim to discover and understand how genomic variation contributes to an individual's response to medication. The variety of disease phenotypes are studied in the PGRN, as well as differences in clinical systems in use at each PGRN site, lead to data that is heterogeneous, non-standardized, and institution-specific. This not only hinders the data aggregation among collaborating sites on a given study, but also complicates or prevents secondary use of the data (e.g., in meta-analyses). To help overcome these issues we performed a survey of data dictionaries from PGRN research sites with the goal of identifying overlapping as well as non-overlapping data elements (DEs) among sites, as well as proposing standards that establish both a common semantic meaning and representation for the data.
The Clinical Element Model (CEM) [2] [3] was designed to provide a consistent architecture for representing clinical information in electronic health record (EHR) systems. GE and Intermountain Healthcare have developed a version of the CEM representation, defined in the Constraint Definition Language (CDL) [2] . CEMs in CDL have been adopted in the Strategic Health IT Advanced Research Project, secondary use of EHR (SHARPn) [4] as the common unified information model to ensure unambiguous data representation, interpretation, and exchange within and across heterogeneous sources and applications.
Pharmacogenomic study data includes genomics data elements as well as phenotyping clinical data elements, which are the target of CEMs. This study focused on the clinical portions of the PGRN data dictionaries, and we attempted to standardize pharmacogenomics study data by adopting four SHARPn CEMs: Patient (which includes demographics), Noted Drug (for medication administrations), Laboratory Observation (test results), and Disease/Disorder (diagnoses and problem lists). In order to utilize these CEMs, we first annotated and grouped PGRN metadata into different categories by semantic type. For each category, we semi-automatically mapped the data elements to CEM attributes using a graphical user interface (GUI), which allowed us to represent them from a standard CEM point of view. The details will be introduced in the following sections.
Materials

PGRN data
Data dictionaries were collected from PGRN research sites in a wide variety of formats, including text documents, spreadsheets, and relational database schemas. To accommodate the granularity of information provided for each data element, the data dictionaries were reformatted and loaded into local database to facilitate further analysis, as described elsewhere [5] .
Clinical Element Models (CEM)
The complete details of the four CEMs utilized in this study are available at [6] . Each CEM model represents as a hierarchical tree with parent and child relationship, such as person name and family name, shown in Figure 1 . To facilitate mapping, we assigned a unique identifier to each CEM attribute and loaded the CEM models into a MySQL database. The hierarchical structure of the CEMs was maintained by tracking the parent of each attribute. The CEM attributes were the targets of the mapping process. Each PGRN DE was mapped to one or more CEM attributes semi-automatically. 
Semantic annotation for PGRN data
To improve the efficiency of the mapping and standardization process, each data element description was decomposed and mapped to standardized terminologies using the Bioportal API [7] . The semantic types assigned to each decomposed component were used to group DEs into categories, as described previously [5] . The four categories: demographics, medication, disease and laboratory were the focus of this study.
Data standardization using CEMs
We attempted to represent each DE from the four categories listed above using CEMs. This was accomplished by breaking down the semantically precoordinated DEs into components that are more context-neutral and therefore more reusable. The mapping process was guided by the mapping rules, described below.
Predefined mapping guidelines
One of the challenges that we faced is harmonizing heavily pre-coordinated DEs from disparate studies across the PGRN network. To overcome this, we established a process by which we decomposed each DE into its constituent components, and then attempted to map each component to an attribute from a CEM. As a result, some DEs were mapped to multiple CEM attributes. To maintain consistent mappings during variable decomposition, we established a set of rules ( Figure 2 illustrates the breakdown of a complex DE into CEM attributes (refer to the "age at disease" mapping rules from Table 1 ). In this example, the DE representing the age of a patient when diagnosed with peripheral vascular disease is separated into three components. "Peripheral Vascular Disease" is mapped to the Disease/Disorder CEM and is represented by a SNOMED-CT code (which is stored in the "Data" attribute). The concept of "age" is calculated using the "BirthDate" from the Patient model and the disease date, which is recorded in the "StartTime" attribute in the Disease/Disorder CEM. As a result, the DE "age at Peripheral Vascular Disease" was ultimately represented by three attributes (BirthDate, StartTime and Data) from two CEM models (patient and disease/disorder models), and one calculation (age).
CEM mapping management Graphic User Interface (GUI)
To facilitate the CEM mapping process, a web application was developed that allows the curator to conduct the mapping task ( Figure 2 ). With this GUI, the curator can browse PGRN DEs, search for appropriate CEM attributes from the CEM database, determine standardization workflow status, and submit the mapping results to the database. 
CEM Tree
Each CEM model is a hierarchical tree, as shown in Figure 1 , that consists of attributes and associated datatypes. We stored all CEMs in a local repository; an example of the database schema is shown in Figure  4 . Each CEM attribute and datatype was assigned a unique ID. The parent ID of each element was recorded to maintain a record of the attribute hierarchy. The Patient model contained 1,341 entries, which included CEM attributes and complex data types. Similarly, there were 1,667 entries from the Noted Drug, 1,659 entries from the Disease/Disorder, and 2,325 entries from the Laboratory Observation models. These attributes (nearly 7000 total) formed the standard elements that were used as "targets" for the CEM mapping process.
CEM mapping results
We collected 4,484 DEs from 9 PGRN groups. We successfully mapped 1861 (40%) DEs to one or more of the four CEMs used as standards for this study: 484 (10.8%) mapped to the Laboratory Observation CEM, 551 (12.3%) to Noted Drug, 601 (13.4%) to Disease Disorder, and 301 (6.7%) to Patient. Figure 5 presents a summary of the CEM mapping results. Of the 1,861 mapped DEs, 1,318 DEs were mapped to a single CEM attribute, such as "race" or "gender" (which mapped to "Administrative Race" and "Administrative Gender", respectively from the "Patient" model). Conversely, 543 DEs were more complex and required mappings to multiple CEM attributes, such as "age at Peripheral Vascular Disease" (which mapped to three CEM attributes from two CEM models, as shown in Figure 2 ). Of the 1,861 DEs, the semantics of 1,295 were judged to be represented completely by the mappings. The mappings of 566 DEs captured only a portion of the semantics of the original DEs, however. In these cases, additional CEM attributes are needed to fully capture the content of original DE. For example, the "marital status" attribute in the "Patient" CEM can be used to represent the current marital status of a patient, but an extension of the model is needed to represent the DE "Change in marital status of your parents".
Of the 4,484 DEs, 2,623 (58%) were not mapped because they were unrelated to the four CEMs used in this study or represented site-specific DEs (e.g., workflow tracking), or because they represented generic or under-defined entities ( Figure 5 ). 
Discussions and Conclusion
Data collected from PGRN network is site and study specific design by using different semantics and syntactics, hence, it makes harder to reuse and share the data within or out of the network, and the pace of advancement and discovery will be slowed down obviously. Fortunately, data and metadata standards can help to mitigate such major barriers. In this study, we evaluated the ability of four SHARPn CEMs (Patient, Noted Drug, Laboratory Observation, and Disease/Disorder) to serve as a standardized representation for data collected by the PGRN. Approximately 40% of the PGRN DEs have been successfully represented by these four CEMs. Of the remaining 60% of DEs, 41% represented clinical findings, 33% represented quality of life or cognitive assessment measures, and 26% were concepts such as adverse events, clinical procedures, pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics, and genomics, none of which are currently represented by SHARPn CEMs. These are clear areas for further work, and we are currently collaborating with SHARP to extend existing and develop new CEMs to fill these gaps. In addition, we continue to establish and document best practices related to the adoption and use of CEMs. These efforts will enable data managers to more easily implement CEMs when designing project-specific data dictionaries, which will ultimately result in data that is more consistent, comparable, and reusable.
